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The use of science in the environmental domain

 
My work consist in providing science-policy interface in
the environmental domain
 
To the question:    Can I trust science in the          
 environmental domain? 

My answer is:      Yes, I can trust that science          
 provides relevant answers to            appropriate
environmental            questions
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The appropriate environmental questions

 
To be appropriate, scientific questions raised in the environmental
domain require:
• Focus on a specific item or region in a timeframe
• Sufficient coverage
• Integration of information from various sources
• Detection of trends
• Attribution of these trends to certain causes
• Synthesis
• Judgements
• Provision of uncertainty statements
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A scientific response to these questions

       Scientific Assessment
 

Assessment is a critical evaluation of knowledge for a specific theme or
region (e.g. per-reviewed literature, grey literature and other knowledge

systems such as indigenous knowledge). It involves analysing synthesising
and critically judging available information.

 

Challenge:    maintain the highest scientific standards      
 as in natural sciences
 

Benefits:    information to multiple stakeholders and      
 contribution to social learning
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More on scientific assessment

Assessments differ from academic reviews.
 

Assessments are typically prepared for decision-makers and address
broad and complex topics, by drawing on large and representative
groups of experts.
 

Assessments are problem-driven and usually synthesize scientific
findings on complex issues, reducing complexities.
 

They inevitably make judgements, but generally aim to separate
descriptive and normative elements of the assessment.
In order to support decision-making, uncertainty statements are
essential and often controversial.
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«The model» of scientific assessments

The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) is the
model of scientific assessments. It was established in 1988 and has
elaborated 5 global Assessments Reports and a number of Special
Reports on specific items.
 

The IPCC has inspired many other scientific assessments.
 

It is the most successful institutional model of formalizing the
science–policy interface.
 

It has put key problems identified by scientists high on
policymakers’ agendas, and it has also enabled science to inform
solutions.
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Findings of the IPCC AR5 (2014)

“Warming of the climate system is unequivocal, and since the
1950s, many of the observed changes are unprecedented over
decades to millennia. The atmosphere and ocean have warmed,
the amounts of snow and ice have diminished, and sea level has
risen.”
 
“The period from 1983 to 2012 was likely the warmest 30-year
period of the last 1400 years in the Northern Hemisphere, where
such assessment is possible (medium confidence). ”
               
               IPCC AR5 Synthesis Report
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Findings of the IPCC AR5 (2014)

WG IFigure SPM.10.
Global mean surface
temperature increase as
a function of
cumulative total global
CO2 emissions from
various lines of
evidence. Multi-model
results from a hierarchy
of climate-carbon cycle
models for each
Representative
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Findings
of the
IPCC
AR5
(2014)
IPCC AR5
Synthesis
Report Figure
SPM.10: The
relationship
between risks
from climate
change,
temperature
change,
cumulative
CO2 emissions,
and changes in
annual GHG
emissions by
2050.
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Other scientific assessments

There is an increasing number of scientific assessments in the
environmental domain.
Notable examples are:
- Millennium Ecosystem Assessment (MEA; 2005)
- International Assessment of Agricultural Knowledge, Science and

Technology for Development (IAASTD; 2008)
- Scientific Assessment of Ozone Depletion (WMO; 2014)
- Global Forest Resources Assessment (FAO; 2015)
- The database for the Assessment of Assessments on Oceans contains

1’023 assessments
- The Intergovernmental Science-Policy Platform on Biodiversity and

Ecosystem Services (IPBES) contains 215 assessments
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Conclusions    1/2

• There is no crisis of science and people trust it.
• Worldwide, the population, policymakers, the business and NGOs

refer increasingly to scientific information on critical maters such
as climate change, biodiversity conservation, recovery of the
ozone layer and other environmental issues.

• This is due, inter alia, to new approaches that have emerged in the
last three decades.

• These approaches are based on assessment of available scientific
literature – often hundreds of publications – rather than
considering separately single scientific articles.
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Conclusions    2/2

• Assessment processes have produced robust knowledge,
synthetized complex issues and presented clearly flagged
judgements.

• They facilitate the detection of problems and their cause, as well
as the treatment of the associated uncertainty. Assessment
processes, such as the Ozone Assessment and the
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) inform
policymakers for national and international policies and
measures, as well as the public at large.
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Thank you for your attention
 

www.bafu.admin.ch
www.ipcc.ch

www.ipbes.net
 

 
 


